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Playing the Matrix is usually a master class for creating the life you wish to live." occasions as
you arrive to understand: How to achieve clarity in purpose and desire How to avoid
contradictions and self-sabotage How to energy your dreams with interest without attaching
to unimportant details and outcomes How to plan and take action on your dreams without
messing with the "cursed hows" And so much more Playing the Matrix lays out the bodily and
metaphysical mechanics of manifestation, including your part in the equation of actuality
creation, so that you can deliberately orchestrate the changes you most wish to see. New Idea
leader and NY Times best-selling author Mike Dooley brings to bear his advanced training
course in living deliberately and creating consciously. Once you start working with the
Universe rather than unwittingly working against it, you will truly astound yourself. For the very
first time, these complete ideas are available in audiobook form. In the centre of the Matrix lies
a straightforward yet highly unexpected idea for creating major life transformation, unlike
anything shared by other teachers, past or present. You will not only learn about the "Bermuda
Triangle of manifesting" that all too often prospects to heartbreak and loss, you'll discover
how to navigate around it, under full sail, with fresh "aha! It clearly reveals why "manifesting"
sometimes works with amazing ease, why it occasionally doesn't work at all, and just why, on
occasion, it works yet in hindsight we want it hadn't. Old, shipped and perfected over a decade
while becoming shared live with tens of thousands of learners in 132 cities, in 34 countries,
upon six continents. The ideas Mike shares here constitute his most impactful, most
transformational plan ever.
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The sum of all parts! Must confess that I'm a fan of Mike Dooley and his work. If you wish to
live a better life, then this publication is the outline on how to to do that. Filled up with Mike's
surprisingly down-to-earth style of composing for a former international taxes consultant,
snippets from The Universe, infographics and experiential possibilities to put what you're
reading into practice. I know that sounds hokey and such as a couple of mumbo jumbo but it
works. as though I currently knew everything I browse, yet, it was totally new info. We desire
all kinds of things in lifestyle but things isn't what brings us pleasure, laughter, or sadness. He
provides helped me live an improved life. Focus on making over the new you and brand-new
12 months by manifesting your dreams. It sounds simple and it is or it can sound basic and you
make it hard, it is up to you and the universe. Mike Dooley did it again Mike did it again. I've go
through and listened to Infinite Opportunities countless times and love it.In Taking part in the
Matrix, he finds a method to explain the inexplicable. The future may surpass my current
eyesight.!) and how to manifest it - without disappointment.He helps it be engaging.
Immediately after I learned about "The Secret to Money" app for my telephone. He's become
among the best five "unintentional gurus" in my own life (i. Expendable Reading Michael
Dooley offers foolish answers with prescriptive solutions mounted on them. he prospects a life
that I wish to emulate). Another amazing publication. Playing the Matrix is normally a program
for living deliberately and creating consciously and Mr. Dooley delivers it in a apparent and
concise way. The book clarifies the physical and metaphysical tools of manifestation to ensure
that us to deliberately orchestrate the positive changes we desire to be able to live an
astounding lifestyle beyond our wildest dreams. Six months ago I dropped an $825 per month
income source . The matrix he’s created is normally ingenious. Thanks Mike for whatever you
perform for mankind. I discover myself quoting from Infinite Opportunities regularly with my
training clients. This is one of the best books on living your life to the fullest. I've been learning
from Mike Dooley for a while, starting with his book "Notes From The Universe". Browse
Florence Scovel Shinn for better assistance. this book can be all that and more. This is one of
the best books on living your life to the fullest that I've ever read and I've been a student of
"enlightenment" since 1980. What sets it apart is that it is all about learning to live your dreams
and how exactly to do it with grace and convenience. Mike speaks from years of experience
and it shows how much he's discovered. I'm sure I'll wear digital grooves into this sound book
the same manner I have with Infinite Possibilities.. Best Reserve Ever on Manfestation Mike
Dooley will it again. And to top it all off, it's a great examine.. But I did so return the book. The
Matrix chart isn't in color in Kindle-very disappointing I wanted to learn this book, I really did.
Nevertheless, the chart, the Matrix, which may be the centerpiece of the publication is in dark
and white not color in the Kindle edition.!. While some of the shades can be determined (left is
green, ideal is red) it's really disconcerting. The chart is normally apparently also in color on
the back cover of the reserve, but the Kindle version does not have any back cover. This chart
is indeed important it’s amazing that they released the Kindle edition without the main point of
the reserve becoming accurately communicated. I didn’t take off stars for this because it does
not think about the validity of Dooley's message. Just how many books can you say that
about?. I especially liked where Mike informed us things that occurred to him during his
lifestyle and how he got started, and most of most his encouragement. I'd been keenly
thinking about the topic but put it aside. I fully and with candor admit to having a section in my
own library dedicated to Mike Dooley's books. Certainly, thoughts do become items. I can
foresee utilizing this awesome program with my customers and even encouraging clients as
well as students to get their own copy of the book. I've done the video program and as a



person who prefers to sit back with an excellent book instead of have my eye burned out from
a computer or TV screen - this book is fantastic! He breaks it down into simple steps and
leaves the others up to you and the universe. I've individually manifested the life I love
through the use of Mike's tools and ideas! Be open and invite the Matrix to work with and
through you! Good advice This is one of those books that as I read it, everything simply
sounded 'right' if you ask me . I tried to forget the missing colors but it became too confusing
to attempt to figure out the colours, which column is green, which is red, which is normally
yellow. I’ll buy it in paperback rather. "Thoughts become items" is selling it brief. He teaches us
how to be conscious creators of our lives, how to avoid self-sabotage, how to get rid of the
“cursed hows,” how exactly to fuel our dreams with enthusiasm, plus much more.e.. quite a hit
to my regular budget. A few months later "Playing the Matrix" crossed my path. Yet doesn't
enable you to off the hook considering you can sit around and not take action to follow what
you want. During that app, I've held up with 'manifested cash' I've received within the last 30
times ..I purchased the Kindle edition and I'll choose the hardback because I wish to very
easily reference parts to talk about with others. approximately $8,500 (10 times more than the
regular monthly income I lost). I firmly believe the exercises I've adopted in "Playing the Matrix"
has been the foundation of my lately acquired "Financial Rock Celebrity" status. Thanks Mike
for your easy to understand guidelines for playing the matrix.Playing the Matrix: AN
APPLICATION for Living Deliberately and Creating Consciously Infirmative It was easy read
Greatnes!! Dooley identifies the colors of the chart through the entire book, so they are critical
to understanding his concepts. I Love Mike Dooley and his function. It is how we feel about
those around us and the moment we realize that what we want most is just a want. Five Stars
Loved it Have One Question Before I Buy I wish to buy this book on Audible but I'm wondering
if it's included the capability to download the Matrix Chart that's in the actual reserve? It seems
to be an important part of the experience.Digging it, every step of the way. He constantly gives
great tools, techniques and "thought upgrades"; Important I liked the majority of this book.
Deliberately and Consciously Playing the Matrix A while back I had enrolled in the Hay House
Summit and Mike Dooley was discussing Playing the Matrix. Notes from the Universe are
amazing. It’s a roadmap for manifesting anything we desire and it works. Better than expected
This book helped me define my path in general terms and also have greater confidence in
guidance from the Universe. And provides concrete examples and action actions for defining
what you would like (happiness, right? Great book Entertaining and useful.
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